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Dear Parent/Guardian, 
 
Your child has an exciting opportunity to work with the Knole Academy combined cadet force (CCF).   
 
The CCF ‘cadet experience’ is built around the themes of ‘action, adventure, fun and friendship’.  The aim is for cadets to develop 
powers of leadership, to challenge themselves with new experiences and to give them a basic knowledge of defence organisation.  
There is a lot of fun to be had as well as exciting activities which are generally unavailable outside the CCF.   
 
Initially they will be part of a ‘Training Section’ which aims to give the cadets some basic syllabus training alongside some of the 
expedition skills of the Duke of Edinburgh Award. 
 
There will be a one-off initial charge of £100 (£10 for students on free school meals).  This covers a contribution to the training 
budget and also pays for CCF boots, T shirts and sweatshirts - items which belong to the cadets.  It also covers almost all of the 
trips and exercises which the cadets do throughout their time with the scheme, apart from summer camp.  The rest of the uniform 
is supplied by the MOD and is issued from stores, which means that it is only on loan.  The cadets sign for this kit.  They are then 
expected to return it after their time in the CCF.   Please ensure that the kit is named (not externally) and that your child takes 
good care of it.   
 
If your son/daughter would like to take advantage of this opportunity, please fill in the joining form on the website. 
 
Please feel free to contact me directly by email or telephone if you have any questions. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
 
 
Mr J Cason  
Contingent Commander 
 

 


